The vanadium environment in blood cells of Ascidia ceratodes is divergent at all organismal levels: an XAS and EPR spectroscopic study.
K-edge X-ray absorption and EPR spectroscopies were used to test the variation in blood cell vanadium between and within specimens of the tunicate Ascidia ceratodes from Bodega Bay, California. Intracellular vanadium was speciated by fitting the XAS spectra of whole blood cells with linear combinations of the XAS spectra of models. Blood cell samples representing one specimen each, respectively, revealed 92.5 and 38.7% of endogenous vanadium as [V(H(2)O)(6)](3+), indicating dissimilar distributions. Conversely, vanadium distributions within blood cell samples respectively representing one and six specimens proved very similar. The derived array of V(III) complexes was consistent with multiple intracellular regions that differ both in pH and c(sulfate), both within and between specimens. No systematic effect on vanadium distribution was apparent on mixing blood cells. EPR and XAS results indicated at least three forms of endogenous vanadyl ion, two of which may be dimeric. An inverse linear correlation was found between soluble and complexed forms of vanadyl ion, implying co-regulation. The EPR A value of endogenous vanadyl ion [A(0)=(1.062+/-0.008)x10(-2) cm(-1)] was marginally different from that representing Monterey Bay A. ceratodes [A(0)=(1.092+/-0.006) x10(-2) cm(-1)]. Comparisons indicate that Bodega Bay A. ceratodes maintain V(III) in a more acidic intracellular environment on average than do those from Monterey Bay, showing variation across populations. Blood cell vanadium thus noticeably diverges at all organismal levels among A. ceratodes.